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Introduction
Split Backorders extension automatically creates a separate order with status
“Backorders” for the products that are not in stock(products on backorder). It helps the
admin to track the list of backorders received from the website and then the admin can
focus which products can be delivered on time and which items he needs to arrange or
should get back in stock in order to fulfill customer demand or order placed for the same.
This extension helps to increase sales by providing customers with the ability to order
products that are out of stock (backorders).

The various functionality provided at the admin end helps the admin to get the order
information in a very clear way. There are different conditions according to which the
admin can make the split of orders at the backend as per required the required way. Like if
the admin wants to club all backorders( products out of stock) in one order and does not
want in-stock order to split at all then this can be achieved by saving the extension setting
accordingly.

One of the main settings which are required to make in the products being added store is
in the Inventory > Backorders either be “Allow quantity below 0” or “Allow quantity below 0
and Notify Customer”. The first option enables the customer to place an order which is out
of stock and the second option allows the customer to place an order for an out of stock
product and gets notified for the same.

Backend Settings of the Extension
★ On Magento admin panel navigate to System > Configuration > SunArc >

Backorders Split settings screen opens.
★ Enable Extension - Choose Yes to enable the extension.
★ Split In-stock Items - If this option is set to “Yes” it will split each in-stock item in

the order placed into separate order IDs.
★ Split Backorders Items - If this option is set to “Yes” it will split each

backorder(out of stock) item in the order placed into separate order IDs.
★ Split Order Conditions - This will always be set as default.
★ Click on ‘Save Config’ to save the settings made in the extension.

Next, important settings which need to be done is that in the inventory of the product the
backorders need to be set either to Allow Qty Below 0 or Allow Qty Below 0 and Notify
Customer.

Note:
1.This extension supports the Magento 2.4 versions.
2.This extension does not work Check Out with Multiple shipping/Addresses.

How Does the Extension Work?
There are six scenarios according to which we can understand the complete functionality
of the extension.
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Scenario - 1

In the first scenario let us just enable the extension and keep the rest of the settings to
‘No’.

Add products to the cart

The products added in the cart Test Product 1 and Test Product 3 out of stock
products(quantity shown in negative) and Test Product 2 and Test Product 4 are in-stock
products.
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We will add one in-stock and one out of stock product to the cart.

Now, in this Test Product 2 is in-stock and Test Product 1 is out of stock. Click on checkout
to complete the order.
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As at the backend, the extension is enabled it will split the order into two IDs one having
the in-stock item and other backorders(out of stock products).

To view order related details click on view here the admin can you the item(s) in that
particular order ID.

Scenario - 2

In this, we will keep the extension enabled and set the Split in-stock status to ‘Yes’.
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Add products to the cart

The products added in the cart, Test Product 2, Test Product 4, Test Product 6 are in-stock
products and the Test Product 1, Test Product 3, Test Product 5 backorders (out of stock
products).

Let’s add all the items to the cart. Click on proceed to checkout, to complete the order.
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Once the order is placed, there are four order ID’s created as there were three in-stock
items in the cart and two back orders and according to the backend settings we required
to split the in-stock order and club backorders.

To view the details of the orders created, got to Sales > Orders and click on view to get
the complete information about the order.

Scenario - 3

In this scenario, we will keep the extension enabled, split in-stock items and split
backorders items to ‘Yes. According to this condition, the order will split each item into
individual ID’s as it will split both in-stock and backorders ordered by the customer.

Add products to the cart

Added four items in the cart, in this two items are in-stock and rest two are back-ordered.
Once the order is placed, there will be four order ID’s created as this is the settings made
at the backend.
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Scenario - 4

In this condition, we will keep the enable extension, split in-stock items as ‘No’ and split
backorder to ‘Yes’.

Add products to the cart

Let’s add 5 items in the cart. Among these 5 items, three items are of in-stock and the rest
of the two items are backorders.
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Once the order is placed, there are three order ID’s are created as according to the
settings made at the backend we required the backorders to split and the in-stock items to
be clubbed.

Scenario - 5

This extension also work with Salable quanity.In this scenario orders split as per no. of
backorders items in the cart and create single order for In-stock Items:
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Scenario - 6.

In this scenario Order should be Split In-stock items as per no. of in-stock items in the cart
and create single order for backorders Items (out of stock items).

Note:
1.This extension works with all product types, payment gateways, shipping and Tax.
2.This extension supports the Magento 2.4 versions.
3.This extension does not work Check Out with Multiple shipping/Addresses.
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Features of the Extension

Splits the order according to stock status
With the help of this extension, the admin can easily split the in-stock and out of stock
products easily at the backend which helps to get the details of the order in a proper way.

Manage In stock and backorders separately
As the extension separates the in-stock and out stock products, it becomes easy for the
admin to manage the items which are in-stock and which are out of separately.

Helps to retain the customers
As the customer is able to place an order for out of orders as well they get a sense of
security that they would get their products, and the admin can also get notified about the
products in demand.

Helps the admin to keep track of the stock
With the help of this extension the admin gets notified about the backorders it helps to
maintain the stock availability in a proper way which ultimately keeps the store up to date

Contact Us
Sometimes   extensions   already installed   on   your   store   may   conflict   with   the   extension.   If 
 you   run   into an   error   we   want   to   help! 

Please   contact   us   at Support Email.
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